INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

COUPLES’ PROPERTY WITH CROSS-BORDER IMPLICATIONS:
Uniting Academic Discussions and Practical Concerns

Join the meeting Zoom
https://zoom.us/j/92260727326?pwd=M3QvalRRcUNCMXlOcFFGTzc0Y3dwdz09
9:30–10:15  Welcome Addresses

**Diego L. Valera Martínez**, Vice-Rector of research at University of Almeria, Spain
**David Villagra**, Magistrate (Justice) of Almería
**Juan José Aynat Banon**, Dean of Bar Association of Almería
**Fernando Santiago Ollero**, National President at Spanish Association of Gestor Administrative
**Pedro Martínez Ruano**, Director of the Department of Law, University of Almeria, Spain
**María José Cazorla González**, Professor at University of Almería and Leader of the EU-FamPro Almeria Team

10:15–10:35  Panel I

**Moderator: Ivana Kunda**, Professor at University of Rijeka, Faculty of Law & President of the EU-FamPro Training Committee

**María José Cazorla González**, Professor at University of Almería & Leader of EU-FamPro Almeria Team  
Quality of E-Learning Material: The Use of Recent CJEU and National Case-Law on Twin Regulations and Succession Regulation

**Lucia Ruggeri**, Professor at the University of Camerino & Coordinator of the EU-FamPro Consortium  
Quality of the E-Learning Experience: Methodological Approach to the EU-FamPro MOOC for Legal Professionals on Family Property Regimes

10:35–11:15  Panel II

**Moderator: Alba Paños Pérez**, Professor at University of Almeria & Member of EU-FamPro Almería Team

**Marta Belda Blanco**, Manager & Responsible of the Gestores Administrativos in Almeria Bar Association  
Different Roles for Legal Professionals Applying EU Family Property Law

**Cinzia Calabrese**, Attorney & President of the Italian Association of Family Lawyers  
The role of lawyers in the management of the family property relationships: the European perspective

**Valentina Pappa Monteforte**, Public Notary & Representative of National Council of Notaries, Italy  
Public Policy in EU Regulations: The Notarial Perspective

**Federica Anzini**, National President of the Italian Association of Family Mediators (AIMeF) & Founding Member of F.I.A.Me.F. (Italian Federation of Associations of Mediators)  
The Family Mediator and the Lawyer: A Possible Dialogue between Professionals who Follow Property Issues between Parents in Conflict

**Maria Cristina Ottavianoni**, President of Bar Association of Macerata, Italy  
Gender Dimension and Family Property Disputes Management

11:15–11:30  Coffee Break
11:30–12:15  Panel III

**MODERATOR:** **NEŽA POGORELČNIK VOGRINC**, Associate Professor at University of Ljubljana & Head of EU-FamPro Ljubljana Team

**FERNANDO RODRÍGUEZ PRIETO,** Vice-President of the Signum Foundation & the Academic Matritense of Spanish Notarial & Public Notary

*Matriominal Property: Agreements in Anticipation of International Matrimonial Conflicts*

**FRANCESCO GIACOMO VITERBO,** Associate Professor at University of Salento & Representative of Fondazione Scuola di Alta Formazione Giuridica

*Agreement on the Negative Choice of (Non-)Applicable Law(s): What Consequences for the Couple’s Property Regime?*

**IGOR MATERLJAN,** Legal Officer at the European Commission, DG ESTAT

*Is a Limited Responsibility Company Protected from Divorce? The Croatian Perspective*

**MONIKA MURASKĖ,** Attorney & Representative at Lithuanian Young Bar Association

*European Certificate of Succession: Registration of Ownership of the Immovable Property in the Republic of Lithuania*

12:15–12:30

**STATHIS BANAKAS,** Professor at University of East Anglia

*Concluding Remarks on the Conference*

---

During the Conference it will be presented the MOOC “E-Training on EU Family Property Regimes” available for free from next 15th November 2022 on EDUOPEN e-learning platform at the following link [https://learn.eduopen.org/](https://learn.eduopen.org/)
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12:30–13:20 Session I

**MODERATOR: FATIMA PEREZ FERRER,**
Professor at University of Almeria & Member of EU-FamPro Almeria Team, Spain

**ILARIA RIVA,** Attorney & Associate Professor at University of Turin, Italy
_The Interaction between the EU Regulations 2016/1103 and 2016/1104 and the EU Regulation 2012/650 and the Different Solutions Regarding the Renvoi_

**DANIELE MURITANO,** Public Notary, Italy
_Succession Regulation and Common Law Systems_

**RITA VESTERTĖ,** Attorney, Lithuania
_Divorce in Twin Regulations Perspective_

**CARMEN LOSCERTALES MARTIN DE AGAR,** Public Notary, Spain
_The European Certificate of Succession in Practice_

**Cristina Astori,** Attorney, Italy
_Recital 29 of the Twin Regulations and Notion of ‘Courts’: The Italian Choice_

**Neža Pogorelčnik Vogrinc,** Professor at University of Ljubljana & Leader of the EU-FamPro Ljubljana Team, Slovenia
_Determining the Applicable Law under the Twin Regulations_

13:20–14:30 Session II

**MODERATOR: AGNE LIMANTĖ,**
Chief Researcher at the Law Institute of the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences & Leader of EU-FamPro Lithuanian Team, Lithuania

**Mercedes Soto Moya,** Professor at University of Granada, Spain
_Application of Regulation 2016/1104 in the Reality of Spain’s Multi-Unit State: International Jurisdiction and Applicable law_

**Gloria Pérez de Colosia y Lázaro,** Attorney & Family Mediator, Member of the Committee of International Section of Murcia Bar Association, Spain
_Application of the Twin Regulations in States with More than One Legal System: The Spanish Experience_

**María Teresa Losada Fernández,** Public Notary, Spain
_Application of the Twin Regulations in Spain as a Multi-Legislative Country_

**Ivana Kunda Professor at University of Rijeka,** Faculty of Law & Member of the EU-FamPro Rijeka Team, Croatia
_Prohibition of the Choice of Foreign Law to Matrimonial Property in Croatian Legislation: Any Effect Against the Twin Regulations?_

**Delphine Thienpoint,** Professor at University of Louvain, Belgium
_Twin Regulations in Practice: Analysis from a Belgian Perspective_
Nicholas Mouttotos, PhD. Researcher at University of Bremen, Germany  
The Patrimonial and Matrimonial Property Regimes in Cyprus and the Challenges Presented by the Twin Regulations

Margherita Di Cola, Attorney, Italy  
Jurisdiction in Matters of the Property Regimes of Cross-Border Couples from the Perspective of an Italian Practitioner

14:30–16:00 Lunch Break

16:00–17:10 Session III

Moderator: Sandra Winkler,  
Associate Professor at University of Rijeka, Faculty of Law & Leader of the EU-FamPro Rijeka Team

Biserka Ćmrlec-Kišić, Public Notary & Representative at the Croatian Notaries Chamber, Croatia  
What Can We Expect in the Future with the Implementation of the Twin Regulations in Practice?

Alessia Fonda, Attorney, Italy  
Italian Perspective on Cross-Border Couples’ Patrimonial Issues

Lidia Mussi, Attorney, Italy  
Party Autonomy in the Twin Regulations

Agne Limantė, Chief Researcher of the Law Institute of the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences & leader of the EU-FamPro Law Lithuanian team, Lithuania  
Why Party Autonomy Should be Strengthened Across the EU Family Law Instruments?

Danijela Vrbljanac, Assistant Professor at University of Rijeka, Faculty of Law & Member of the EU-FamPro Rijeka Team, Croatia  
Jurisdiction under the Twin Regulations: Who Is the “Respondent”?

Pasquale Orrico, Attorney, Italy  
The Rights that Can be Mediated and the Rights Reserved for a Judicial Decision: A Practical Assessment of the Twin Regulations

Krisztina Ilona Molnar, Attorney, Italy  
Application of the Twin Regulations to Citizens of the Non-Participating States

Maria Paola Francesca Bottoni, Attorney & PhD Student at University of Camerino. Italy  
The Concept of Habitual Residence in Family Property Relations in the CJEU Case Law

17:10–17.30 Coffee Break
17:30–18:55  Session IV

**Moderator: Nuria Martínez Sanchez,**
Researcher at University of Almería & Member of EU-FamPro Almería Team, Spain

**Lucia Ruggeri,** Professor at the University of Camerino & Coordinator of the EU-FamPro Consortium, Italy
*The Impact of Interpretation in Cross-Border Couples’ Decisions*

**Clara Eugenia Hernández Valverde,** Magistrate (Justice) of Almeria
*Judicial decisions under the Regulation on Matrimonial Property Regimes in Spain*

**Egle Kavoliūnaitė-Ragauskiénė,** Researcher at the Law Institute of the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences & Member of EU-FamPro Lithuanian Team
*Why some EU Member States did not join the Twin Regulations?*

**Hana Hoblaj,** Public Notary & Member of the International Cooperation Committee of the Croatian Notaries Chamber
*Interconnection between Succession and Matrimonial Property Regime*

**Erika Bernardello,** Attorney, Italy
*Jurisdiction in the Event of the Death of One of the Spouses or Partners*

**Maria Cristina Gruppuso,** Legal Counsel & PhD Student at University of Torino, Italy
*Agreements as to Succession and Choice of Applicable Law*

**Vlatka Adler,** Mediator, Croatia
*The Importance of Considering the Matrimonial Property Regime of One Country in Inheritance Proceedings Conducted under Another Law: An Example of Croatia and Austria*

18:55–19.40  Session V

**Moderator: Danijela Vrbljanac,**
Assistant Professor at University of Rijeka, Faculty of Law & Member of the EU-FamPro Rijeka Team, Croatia

**Sandra Winkler,** Associate Professor at University of Rijeka, Faculty of Law & Leader of the EU-FamPro Rijeka Team, Croatia
*What Legal Protection for the Property Relationships of Cross-Border Couples Excluded from the Scope of the Twin Regulations?*

**Anahi Luz Haleblian Acosta,** Attorney, Spain
*When Judgements Cross the Borders: Exequatur*

**Salvatore Coscarelli,** Attorney & PhD Student at University of Camerino, Italy
*‘No Review as to the Substance’ in the Twin Regulations*
MARIA AUGUSTA RAVAGNAN, Attorney, Italy
Recognition of a Foreign Divorce Decision: the Italian Perspective

FILIP DOUGAN, Teaching and Research Assistant at Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana.
Matrimonial Property and Maintenance Obligations - Problems Arising from Fragmentation of European Family Law

GIOVANNA DI BENEDETTO, Attorney & PhD Student at University of Camerino, Italy
Comunio de Resisuo and Credit Rights of the Entrepreneur’s Spouse: Notes in the Margin of an Italian Jurisprudence

19:40–20.00 Closing Remarks and Discussion

MEDIUMATOR: MARÍA JOSE CAZORLA GONZALEZ,
Professor at University of Almería & Leader of the EU-FamPro Almeria Team, Spain

JUAN IGNACIO SIGNES DE MESA, Legal Secretary at CJEU
The Twin Regulations and Successions in the Recent CJEU Case-Law

FINAL CLOSING: RAMÓN HERRERA DE LAS HERAS,
Secretary General for Universities, Juan de Andalucia, Spain